
	  

	  

The University of Gastronomic Sciences in Pollenzo 
Educational activities, facts and figures  

 
In 2014, the University of Gastronomic Sciences celebrated 10 years of educational activities. During 
this time the university has steadily increased its study programs in order to offer a complete 
education which is unique in Italy and abroad, thus establishing itself as a dynamic, flexible institution 
with a strong international footprint.  
The particularity of its course offerings attracts students from dozens of different countries, who 
are interested in its unique educational program, a combination of study and practice, through 
books, live experiences, science, management, encounters with craftsmen and farmers, and study 
trips which allow students to meet producers, visit companies in the agro-food industry and explore 
the territories and traditional cultures of each region of the world. 
This methodological approach to learning provides students with a holistic view of food production 
systems both past and present, and teaches them to work towards developing future scenarios in 
the food sector. 
Our university trains gastronomes, new professional figures, who have knowledge and expertise in the 
agro-food business who work to promote correct and useful choices concerning food production, 
distribution and consumption in order to create a sustainable future for the planet. 
What, in summary, is a gastronome? A gastronome can be a food journalist, a chef, a brew master, an 
expert in product selection, a buyer, an educator, a craftsman, a communicator and much more. 
Graduates have been employed in the fields of artisanal and industrial food production, in small, 
medium and large retailers, in tourism and food education, as well as in institutions and non-
governmental organizations. Many have also become entrepreneurs leading personal projects. 
Today UNISG offers: a three-year degree in Gastronomic Sciences, a two year Master of Science degree in the 
Promotion and Management of gastronomic heritage and tourism, three annual postgraduate Masters in Food Culture 
and Communications in English (Human Ecology and Sustainability; High-Quality Products; Representation , 
Place, and Identity), a Master in Italian Wine Culture, Higher Apprenticeship programs, which prepare 
professionals for the most sought after roles in the food sector, two Courses in High quality popular 
Italian Cuisine (one taught in Italian - Master in High quality popular Italian Cuisine - and one in 
English - Master in the Slow Art of Italian Cooking) designed for those who want to become chefs, 
with special training in products and raw materials, and starting from 2016 a Master in Food and Health. 
The university is also characterized by an innovative project involving the university restaurant, called 
‘The Academic Tables (Le Tavole Accademiche), which combines education, haute cuisine, fair 
costs and local products. 
Well-known chefs from around the world (many of them "Michelin starred"), accompanied by the 
team of UNISG chefs, offer dishes that respect the principles of Good, Clean and Fair with modest 
food costs and , and to the extent possible, the use of local ingredients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

	  

 
The University is sponsored by the Association Friends of the University of Gastronomic 
Sciences, whose Supporting Members participate significantly in the implementation of the project, 
while also contributing to its financial and organizational needs.  
Instead, The University of Gastronomic Sciences Club of Strategic Partners is made up of 
institutions and leading companies in the agro-food business sector. The club participates 
actively in university life, supporting research activities and sharing efforts and strategies to build new 
models of sustainable food production and consumption, nationally and internationally. 
	  
University of Gastronomic Sciences – The figures 
• Founded: 2004 
• 1 undergraduate degree program in Gastronomic Sciences  
• 1 Master of Science in Management and Promotion of Gastronomic Heritage and Tourism  
• 3 Masters in Food Culture and Communications in English (Human Ecology and 
 Sustainability; High-Quality Products; Representation, Place, and Identity) 
• 1 Master in Italian Wine Culture  
• 2 Higher Apprenticeship courses 
• 2 Masters in Italian Cuisine: 1 Master in High quality popular Italian cooking, in Italian and 1 
 Master in the Slow Art of Italian Cooking, taught in English 
• 1 Master in Food and Health (in Italian) 
• 1674 students: the total number of students from around the world since 2004 who have  

attended our courses  
• 775 foreign students 
• 538 undergraduate degrees in Gastronomic Sciences 
• 94 master’s degrees in  Promotion and Management of Gastronomic Heritage and Tourism 
• 541 students who have graduated with a Master in Food Culture and Communications 
• 35 students who have graduated with a Master in Higher Apprenticeship 
• 1000 study trips in Italy and around the world 
• 70 nationalities represented to date 
	  
Moreover: 
170 companies and institutions that have supported Friends of the University over the years  
34 Companies that are part of the Strategic Partners 
	  
	  
For further information: 
UNISG Communications Office 
Phone +39 0172 458 507-32-15 - fax +39 0172 458 550 
comunicazione@unisg.it  

 
	  

	  


